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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

What are the most effective interventions to spur growth in Mexico’s plant-based
sector, particularly among women entrepreneurs, who drive the sector?
What are the ways (if any) that technology, incubators, accelerators, or gender-based
programming can be harnessed to benefit entrepreneurs within the plant-based
sector?

Invest in and develop advocacy and public relations partnerships 
Emphasize and support business and technology skills training for Ananda’s investees
Create and support plant-based networks and associations within Mexico 
Develop partnerships with leading academic institutions to promote technological
development and food technology
Increase investment towards gender-specific programming to encourage scalability and
growth for women-owned businesses within the sector

As the earth warms, and public health crises abound, humans are beginning to shift their
preferences for consumption and methods of production away from animal-based
products and towards healthier plant-based alternatives. As a result, the plant-based
industry is displaying rapid signs of global growth. This report assesses how the Ananda
Group, a Mexico-based social investment fund, can help usher in the next phase of growth
for the industry within Mexico. The Ananda Group aims to support entrepreneurs to
achieve success and is interested in greater gender and technology inclusion within the
sector in Mexico.  
 
The goal of this report is to answer the following research questions for the Ananda
Group:
 

 
The inclusion of gender and technology in this research stems from the client’s request to
consider unique characteristics of the plant-based sector within Mexico that can be
leveraged for growth. Mexico was selected as the site of field research for this study based
on the Ananda Group’s presence and direct interest. However, the group interviewed a
range of entrepreneurs, business accelerators, advocacy organizations, investors, and
incubators within Mexico and globally.   
 
Based on six key criteria the research team evaluated the effectiveness of interventions
for the Ananda Group, plant-based entrepreneurs, and the ecosystem broadly and
developed the following recommendations for the Ananda Group:
 
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

 
These recommendations are intended to impact individual businesses and the ecosystem
broadly in the short and long term. Our findings also uncovered additional areas for
future research and focus that can be reviewed in the policy options section. In summary,
we believe that Ananda is uniquely positioned to catalyze a needed shift in consumption
patterns towards plant-based alternatives globally.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 



This partnership is  in l ine with Women
Forward Internat ional ’s  mandate to create
unique partnerships that lead to
behavioral  changes that advance women to
advance humanity .  This project ,  l ike the
others WFI supports ,  contr ibutes to
achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals.  These Goals include zero hunger,
good health and wel l -being,  no poverty ,
gender equal i ty ,  decent growth and
economic growth,  and cl imate act ion.
 
The Challenge
Our team, Aisha Iqbal ,  Carol ine Kaufman
and Jeremy Bhat ia ,  a l l  Master in Publ ic
Pol icy students at  the Harvard Kennedy
School ,  focused on identi fy ing the most
effect ive intervent ions,  services,  or
programming to help support plant-based
entrepreneurs and businesses,  as wel l  as
the industry ’s  development,  more broadly .
Our research bui lds on a Johns Hopkins
University  SAIS student project ,  completed
in 2019,  which focused broadly on the
chal lenges women entrepreneurs in the
plant-based industry in Mexico faced and
means to best empower them. 
 
Our aim was to ident i fy  intervent ions
through which the Ananda Group can
posit ively  impact the industry by improving
returns on their  investment,  empowering
entrepreneurs and scal ing businesses that
direct ly  address pressing-problems in the
world.  Though our focus is  on our c l ient ,
we hope that our recommendations are
also appl icable to other actors in the
plant-based entrepreneurial  ecosystem.

INTRODUCTION
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The Client
The Ananda Group,  led by Rocio Cavazos and
Lucia Rodriguez,  is  a newly formed investment
group based in Mexico City  that provides early
stage investment for entrepreneurs str iv ing to
replace the use of  animals in food,  agr iculture,
consumer products ,  medic ine,  and other
industr ies.  Referred to in this  report  broadly
as the “plant-based" industry ,  this  term
encompasses anything that replaces the use
of animals with plants.  
 
The shift  towards these alternat ives addresses
several  of  the Sustainable Development
Goals.    The UN’s Food and Agriculture
Organizat ion reported that l ivestock
accounted for 14.5% of anthropogenic
emissions (or ig inat ing in human act iv i ty )  and
the OECD also reported that Mexico is  the
second most obese country in the world,
behind the United States.  Shift ing to a more
plant-based diet  can have a last ing impact on
personal  health and replacing animals with
plant-based solut ions can reduce the burden
on the environment.   Ananda’s investments
provide the capital  necessary for businesses
to address health issues and cl imate change
through their  mission and bottom l ine in an
industry that is  dominated by women-led
startups and micro and smal l  enterprises.  
 
This report  is  a lso supported by Women
Forward Internat ional ,  a  g lobal  platform for
systemic change in internat ional  af fa irs
educat ion,  led by Dr.  Kent Davis-Packard and
launched by the Aspen Inst i tute with the goal
of  reorient ing research towards the pr inciples
of unity ,  col laborat ion,  and service.



Methodology
 
 
This report consists of a mixed-method research approach. Before conducting primary research in
Mexico, the team conducted an in-depth literature review and assessment of the plant-based sector, both
globally and in Mexico. We consulted industry reports, including recent trends in the plant-based sector,
the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Mexico, gender dynamics in Mexican entrepreneurship, and the use of
technology in the plant-based sector. A detailed list of reports assessed can be found in the bibliography.
 
Following the literature review and preliminary research, the team conducted a week of field research
consisting of in-person interviews with business owners, incubators, accelerators, and social impact
investors in Mexico City and Querétaro, Mexico. These two cities are respectively considered major and
budding hubs of social entrepreneurship and plant-based businesses. The team conducted interviews in
Spanish and English, depending upon the preference of the interviewee.
 
In addition to field research, the team conducted virtual interviews with programmatic services  and
entrepreneurs outside of Mexico, including in Brazil, the U.S., and Hong Kong.  A final list of organizations
interviewed can be found in the appendix.
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Entrepreneur
38.2%

Accelerator
38.2%

Advocacy
11.8%

Investor
5.9%

Training
5.9%

13

13

4
2

2

Chart 1: Types of business interviewed (%)
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Mexico City

Querétaro

Monterrey

Guadalajara

San Luis Potosi

Location of interviews globally

The United States

Brazil

Guatemala

Hong Kong

Location of interviews in Mexico



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Limitations of the study
 
There are several limitations that should be considered in the analysis of this report. Due to the limited
time for field research in Mexico, the team was only able to meet with 17 entrepreneurs or individuals
involved in the plant-based sector out of several hundred that exist. The relatively small sample size limits
the team’s ability to make generalizations about entrepreneurship in the sector. Additionally, there were
numerous accelerators or incubators mentioned during the interviews that the team was unable to meet
with during the course of their research.
 
The team also conducted several interviews with individuals involved in the plant-based sector, based
outside of Mexico. The team relied on these interviews to highlight global best practices and apply some
of the lessons learned to inform the recommendations. However, these may not always be applicable to
the Mexican context. Greater data collection would be required to assess the impact of a given
intervention from another market in Mexico.
 
Several interviews were held in Spanish and then translated back with the assistance of a professional
translator. It is important to note that key ideas or phrases might have been lost in translation. The time
allotted for the majority of interviews was approximately one hour, resulting in brief discussions around
pre-determined questions and a few questions developed during the meeting. This process might have
resulted in a few details or questions unanswered due to time restrictions. Lastly, while the team worked
with the intention to have every team member present during each interview, due to scheduling conflicts,
most interviews were held with 1-2 team members present. To control for this limitation, the team
universalized questions, which may have limited the overall scope of various conversations.
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Chart 2: List of investors, accelerators, and investors interviewed
classified as programmatic services by business stage



GLOBAL PLANT-
BASED SECTOR
Global ly ,  the plant-based industry is  largely composed
of smaller f irms,  indicating that i t  is  yet to mature and
has large potential  for growth. Only 55% of f irms in
the sector are t ier 1 or 2 size,  compared to a more
mature industry such as automotive parts where 90%
are in t ier 1 or 2 (Tier 1>$1 bi l l ion annual revenue,
Tier 2 ~$100 mil l ion annual revenue).

$18.5 B
Global market value (2019) 

$40.6 B
Projected market value by 2025

North America
36.4%

Europe
27.3%

Asia/Pacific
18.2%

Latin America
13.6%

Africa
4.5%

Second, simultaneous increases in

population and changes in personal

health decisions are leading to a rise in

demand for nutritional plant-based

food. For example, in the U.S. the

number of new food and beverage

products that mentioned “plant-based”

grew by 268% between 2012 and 2018. 

 In Latin America, consumers are

incorporating plant-based protein

products into their daily routines,

owing to the health concerns related to

the consumption of animal products.
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Driven by ethical,  environmental,  and

health reasons, people around the world

are shifting away from animal products

towards plant-based alternatives, across

industries.  Globally, the market for

plant-based products is growing rapidly

due to several driving factors.  First,  the

world is facing a climate crisis.  

Consumers are becoming increasingly

aware of their individual environmental

impacts,  and are beginning to shift

towards more sustainable market

alternatives that produce less emissions.
 
 

Chart 3: Percentage of plant-based firms by region 



Plant-Based Industry in Latin America and Mexico
 
Introduction 
 
With a growing focus on healthier food and lifestyle alternatives, many Latin American countries are
experiencing plant-based sector growth. According to a 2019 “Navigating the World of Plant” report from
HealthFocus International, there has been a substantial shift towards plant-based foods in Latin America.  
Cali Amos, research manager at HealthFocus International, a health food marketing agency, highlighted
that the plant based interest across Latin America is projected to grow, saying:
 

“While this trend is still developing and currently falls behind other macro trends like sugar reduction,
natural and clean eating- the connection with health, sustainability and clean eating has positioned plants
as a trend that will continue to grow and change the industry. Like protein, shoppers see plants as a
positive that they can’t get enough of in their diet.”
 

 

 
 
The same report indicated the market
potential for plant-based products. One
example is the market growth illustrated by
Brazil. The Good Food Institute (GFI), a non-
profit focused on supporting plant-based
alternatives to animal food products, found
that roughly 30% of Brazilian citizens are
actively reducing their meat consumption or
are vegetarian. GFI also supported Brazilian
entrepreneurs in the launch of Brazil’s first
plant-based burger startup, Fazenda Futuro.
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In Mexico, the plant-based sector is also experiencing growth, albeit more modestly than its more
developed counterparts. According to HappyCow.net, there are more than 280 vegan restaurant listings
in Mexico, with numerous openings planned in 2020.  68% of Mexicans surveyed reported eating
meatless meals at least once a week, above the U.S. average of 41%. 
 
However, there are still a handful of barriers facing Mexican consumers in accessing plant-based
products. In a recent study by HealthFocus International, 43% of shoppers surveyed said availability or
variety of plant-based products was the top barrier to consumption, with 38% citing taste and enjoyment
and 31% citing price. Amos states the following, regarding barriers:
 

"The key barriers to increased consumption are relatively easy to overcome and appear grounded in
perception as much as reality: taste, price, and availability. The perceived shortage of selection availability
speaks highly to the opportunity and need for aggressive new products."

 



75%
Percent of entrepreneurs
in the sector are women

Following the First Forum of Vegan Entrepreneurs in Mexico City on February 1, 2019, which was
hosted by the Ananda Group and attended by over 130 entrepreneurs, several key trends defining the

plant-based sector in Mexico came to light:

A majority of
businesses are

clustered around
three large cities:

Mexico City,
Guadalara, and

Monterrey

Midsize cities such
as Queretaro and

Merida are
emerging as the next

potential hubs

High growth in the
percentage of middle

to upper-class
individuals willing

to invest in
sustainable,

healthier
alternatives

Large food and
agricultural

conglomerates,
including Nestle,
investing in the

sector due to the 
 growing urban

market
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MISSION-DRIVEN BUSINESSES
 
The plant-based industry is marked by people and organizations that are

mission-driven. Entrepreneurs often enter the industry due to vegan or

health values. This was confirmed by the entrepreneurs interviewed for this

report; all  were passionate about their product and their clients.  For example,

the owner of Taller Veganico, a vegan restaurant, said, “It is not only about

profit .  My mission is that people can feel better and happier after eating my

food.” When asked about the top reason for their success to date, six of the

entrepreneurs interviewed suggested that their passion and vision for their

organization led to their success.    Chart 4 above breaks down other reasons

for success.
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Chart 4: What are the top drivers of your success according to entrepreneurs



Existence of  large,  establ ished businesses.
These both create talent and are a source of
entrepreneurs.  
Successful  entrepreneurs that re- invest their
knowledge and resources back into the
ecosystem as investors,  founders,  or
mentors.  Addit ional ly ,  these successful
entrepreneurs gain press,  c lout and create
buzz in the ecosystem. 
The ecosystem is information r ich,  which is
exchanged between the actors through
informal and formal t ies.   To faci l i tate this
information exchange there may be di f ferent
actors who support the f low.

Entrepreneurs
Investors
Programmatic Services
Government
Human capital
Corporat ions

He points to extensive regulat ions,  di f f icult -to-
navigate big business supply chains,  and
l imited f inancing in Mexico as a few of  the
main causes.
 
Whi le each entrepreneurship ecosystem is
unique,  research by Sr ivardhini  K.  Jha f inds
there are three common attr ibutes of  a healthy
entrepreneurship ecosystem that often stem
from other underly ing inst i tut ional  factors.
These factors are:
 
1.

2.

3.

 
The key elements of  an entrepreneurship
ecosystem as compi led from various di f ferent
data sources    include,  but are not l imited to,
the fol lowing:  
 

 
We wi l l  explore each of  these actors in the
Mexican entrepreneurship ecosystem as a
whole below.
 

With 130 mi l l ion people,  Mexico is  the largest
Spanish speaking country in the world and boasts
the 11th largest economy by GDP. I ts  v ic inity  to
the U.S.  and i ts  manufacturing hub of  Monterrey
has propel led i t  to be the 15th largest exporter
in the world.  Goldman Sachs predicts Mexico ’s
economy wi l l  be the f i f th largest in the world by
2050.    However,  over the past 30 years,  Mexico ’s
economy has underperformed, growing at
roughly 2% on average,  about one percentage
point lower than the global  average.  Addit ional ly ,
there are vast  economic disparit ies across
Mexico ’s  32 states.  Whi le Nuevo Leon and Mexico
City have income levels c lose to Poland’s ,  the
income level  in Chiapas is  c loser to that of
Honduras.  
 
Despite i ts  economic disparit ies ,  Mexico ’s  startup
scene is  one of  the most dynamic in Lat in
America.  Part ic ipat ion in entrepreneurship has
increased in recent years.    The Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor est imated that the
early-stage entrepreneurial  (TEA)  rate doubled
between 2010 and 2015,  reaching 21% of the
adult  populat ion.  This rate is  higher than the
average of  both Lat in American countr ies (19.9%)
and eff ic iency-driven economies (middle t ier  of
development-15%).  
 
Whi le entrepreneurship has increased,  labor
product iv i ty  has not grown in conjunct ion.
According to the OECD, over the past 25 years,
labor product iv i ty  in Mexico increased from
$17.20 to $18.50 per hour in 2015 (U.S.  dol lars ,
2010 constant pr ices,  PPP) .  In comparison,  labor
product iv i ty  is  $24.10 per hour in Chi le and
$62.40 per hour in the U.S.  Impact investor
Alvaro Rodriguez Arregui  descr ibes the business
environment in Mexico as “ fr ict ion-ful l ” .

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ECOSYSTEM IN
MEXICO

BACKGROUND PAGE 12
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ENTREPRENEURS

Mexico’s entrepreneurs run businesses ranging from

micro-businesses in rural areas aimed at self-

subsistence, to large startups like fintech star Konfio.

Four out of five businesses in Mexico employ

between one and five people. One third of

entrepreneurs are between the ages of 25 and 34.  

 Mexico has high rates of entrepreneurship, with

roughly 32% of people being self-employed,  the

fourth highest out of OECD countries. 

 

However, there is also a high rate of failure among

entrepreneurs. Startups fail around the world at a

high rate, but in Mexico, 75% of startups close within

the first two years, compared to 30% in the U.S.  The

Failure Institute investigated the performance of

Mexican tech entrepreneurs and their causes of

failure. Importantly, six of the top 10 reasons cited

in their report relate to a lack of business acumen.

This high rate of failure leads to a malicious cycle,

where the few examples of success exacerbate a

culture that is averse to failure.

COMPONENTS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ECOSYSTEM IN MEXICO

INVESTORS

Mexico’s investment market for start-ups is growing,

but gaps in capital remain at several levels of

investment. Our team confirmed through interviews

that many startups in Mexico begin with funding

from friends and family, but this cannot sustain

them through the growth process. In recent years,

government programs such as INADEM, the National

Institute of Entrepreneurship, improved the

availability of seed capital. However, the country’s

new administration recently removed this program,

again leaving a gap in available seed capital. In

addition, there are stark regional differences in

availability of capital, with all of the major firms

centered in Mexico City and banks and family

offices located in regional hubs.

Despite the gaps, the investment community has

grown substantially over the past decade. Today,

there are more than 25 active Venture Capital (VC)

funds with over $1 billion under management,

compared to just two in 2008.  However, capital

flow is still limited and loans to the private sector

(excepting mortgages and consumer loans) as a

percentage of GDP are just 9%, compared to 28% in

Brazil.  The private equity (PE)/VC industry

accounts for just 0.04% of GDP, compared to 0.16%

in Brazil. This suggests there is still room for growth

in the investment industry.

 

At the seed funding stage, there are a multitude of

angel investors concentrated in Mexico’s largest

three cities. Crunchbase, a leading business

information platform, ranks the Arkfund as

Mexico’s top Angel Investor, based on its

proprietary algorithm. Additionally, some U.S.-

based investors have started funds focused on

Mexico, including Paul Ahlstrom of Alta Ventures

Mexico. 

 

Pooling risk through a network of investors and

thus expanding potential sources of capital at the

seed stage is a model pursued by some angel

investors in Latin America. For example, AV

Network, developed by Angel Ventures, is the

largest network of angel investors in Latin America.

Together this group of investors invests in early

stage startups. Additionally, Angel Ventures also

runs its own incubator where it provides strategy,

marketing, legal, and financial support.

 

After the Seed and Series A stage, it is difficult for

companies to advance due to the lack of Venture

Capital firms investing in Series B to Series D

rounds, which are later growth stage rounds.

According to the research, investor confidence is

lacking due to the shortage of major success stories

in Mexico.



PROGRAMMATIC SERVICES

GOVERNMENT

Mexico offers many support services for startups.

Mexico City features a rich scene of coworking

spaces, accelerators, hackathons, meetups, and other

services to support the ideation, launch and growth

of start-ups. Guadalajara also boasts a budding

ecosystem to support entrepreneurs and

Monterrey’s talent pool from Tec de Monterrey

creates an attractive market near the U.S. Mexico's

wealth of resources is summarized on the Founder

Institute website.  

 

Of the many organizations that focus on high impact

entrepreneurship, Endeavor Mexico appears as one

of the leaders in the field. Endeavor uses a “hub and

spoke” model to source the highest potential startups

from nine regions in Mexico and scale them. After

teams are selected, they receive a host of services,

with the goal to grow the business and become

successful. Once businesses reach success,

Endeavor motivates them to reinvest their success

into the next generation of entrepreneurs by

inspiring, mentoring and investing in them to create

a multiplier effect, leading to a full ecosystem led by

its best entrepreneurs. 

In 2013, under President Enrique Pena Nieto, the

Mexican government created INADEM, the National

Institute of Entrepreneurs, to channel funds towards

startups and small and medium businesses. At that

time, the government allocated $600 million to

invest directly into VC funds, businesses and

collateral for banks.  While opinions vary on the

effectiveness of these funds, INADEM demonstrated

the government’s commitment to growing the

entrepreneurial ecosystem through promoting

high-impact entrepreneurship, forums, and growing

companies without the “product-market” fit that

many VCs desire. As a result of the incoming

administration’s shifting priorities, INADEM has

been defunded, leaving a gap in state support for

the entrepreneurship ecosystem. 

 

Startup Mexico is a formerly government-funded

institution. Startup Mexico incubates startups by

taking entrepreneurs through a five-step program.

In each cohort, Startup Mexico admits roughly 5% of

startups who apply, and takes zero equity. In return,

the startups get physical work space, mentors,

workshops, funding, and an ecosystem of critical

professional services. By the time they complete the

program, the startups are incorporated, have a

viable business model, and a go-to-market strategy. 

 

Following the cut in funding to INADEM, Startup

Mexico has instead relied on corporate partnerships

to fund its operations. Startup Mexico now admits

entrepreneurs for themed challenges. One of these

challenges recently centered on food by Quaker

Oats. One of the startups interviewed for this

report, Zahini, a coconut yogurt company, took part

in this challenge and have since made substantial

progress with their own factory. The importance of

programs like Startup Mexico will be explored

further in other sections.
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COMPONENTS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ECOSYSTEM IN MEXICO

Amounts
raised

Chart 5: Business
Investment by stage

Phase

From

Seed
Early 
Stage

Series 
A or B

Series 
C or D

Public
Market

Founders
Individual 

Angels

Angel Groups, 
Early stage
Funds/VC

VC 
Strategic

PE

Investment 
managers, 

Hedge Funds

$1,000-
$250,000

$100K-
$500K

$250K-
$5MM

$3MM-
$50MM

$10MM-
$50MM+
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HUMAN CAPITAL

See appendix for additional information

COMPONENTS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ECOSYSTEM IN MEXICO

CORPORATIONS

The ecosystem of companies in Mexico has very few examples of major and successful exits (acquisitions or

IPOs) of startups. Two reasons for this include the fact that large corporations do not generally view these

smaller players as a threat, and the fact that more than 40% of the Mexican stock market is owned by billionaire

Carlos Slim.  However, many large companies are running their own accelerators and incubators, such as

Bimbo, Coca Cola, and Sura. Bluebox, an organization that sets up internal accelerators for corporations, relies

on a model that suggests  that setting up such accelerators are key to driving technology improvements. 

 

This type of top-down innovation is common in companies like Apple and Google, but typically takes the form

of an in-house Research and Development (R&D) team or occurs through their own venture arms. It is unclear

whether or not a large company building and acquiring additional technologies improves the overall ecosystem

for entrepreneurship, but it does develop new technologies within the sector. While this provides incentives to

build and grow technologies, it ultimately could erect larger barriers to entry for smaller companies. By

understanding and stimulating small business growth internally, large corporations can innovate, incorporate

and scale new technologies before smaller players can.

Accelerate both the pace of learning at an organization and the rate at which their network grows.

Support new founders, who often are not equipped for long-term survival. Cohen, et al. writes that these

new founders“...have underdeveloped operational and managerial capabilities and lack legitimacy with

customers, employees, and other key stakeholders. In some cases, ventures may address these liabilities of

newness through the knowledge and networks that they inherit from their founders. Yet many founders are

deficient in knowledge or networks.” Therefore accelerators are complements and not substitutes for more

experienced and connected founders. 

There are several difficulties in quantifying the causal effect that Angel investors, accelerators and venture

capitalists can have on the success of a startup. First, there is inherent selection bias in the process, in that the

organizations that are selected to receive funding or participate in an accelerator are often the ones that are

already more prepared for success. Additionally, these programs often include monetary and non-monetary

resources that other startups outside of the program do not receive. Therefore it is difficult to understand

whether these injections of capital lead to the success of organizations, support the success of organizations or

simply prolong operations until the cash runs out.

 

In recent years, academics have tried to answer questions surrounding this topic. Two papers in particular are

relevant to our study. One, by Cohen, Hallen and Bingham investigated the impact of accelerators in their

paper “Do Accelerators Accelerate?”  Their report, which compiles research from various papers, identifies

three key areas whereby accelerators can improve the success of organizations. They found that accelerators:

 

1.

2.

EXTERNAL EVIDENCE
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3. Vary substantially in their impact. The

authors therefore question why so many

accelerators were built in the 2010s.“Effects for

some accelerators (500 Startups, AngelPad,

Dreamit, and Excelerate Labs) are lower in

magnitude, while still other accelerators are

associated with ventures that were slower

(LaunchBox Digital) or no faster in their time to

raise to raise (Seedcamp). In sum, these results

suggest that some accelerators accelerate

venture gestation, that some accelerators

accelerate more than others, and that

acceleration is difficult and not achieved by all

accelerators.”

 

Additionally, they find that the impact of

consulting services for ventures is much larger

than simply improving access to capital. To

support this claim they point to other evidence

that suggests “interventions that combine finance

(especially grants) and business training are more

effective in supporting subsistence businesses than

finance alone”. 

A study by Kerr, et al. finds that it is difficult to

determine if taking angel funding is worth it for

startups. Their research does suggest that

entrepreneurial financing leads to improved

likelihood of survival of firms for four or more

years, higher levels of employment, and more

traffic on these firms’ websites. They admit that

all of these factors could be the result of additional

financing, but posit that access to capital may not

be the most valuable resource angel groups

provide. Instead their results suggest that other

features, such as mentoring or business contacts,

may help new ventures the most.

 

Both papers suggest that the value of accelerators

lies in the entrepreneurship skills acquired by the

founder from more experienced players in the

industry, and the network.

An organization that trains rural
women in basic business skills to

support their livelihood. Since 2008
they have trained 120,000 women

in poverty in basic business skills in
a 60 hour program to enable them

to gain independence and start
their own business.  More

information  on the impact this
training has on business success can

be found in the appendix. 

CREA

Demonstrates the importance of a
government supported initiative in

countries with underdeveloped
ecosystems for entrepreneurs.

Given that developing a
countrywide entrepreneurship

program is slightly out of scope
more information on this initiative

can be found in the appendix

STARTUP
CHILE
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Summary
 
Each indiv idual  entrepreneur faces a
dif ferent set of  chal lenges.  I t  is  a
tremendously di f f icult  feat to create an idea,
understand what is  required for success,
and ult imately adapt and execute.  The
chal lenges are numerous,  but the
opportunity to solve problems and the
ult imate reward,  whether i t  be social  impact
or f inancial ,  is  what attracts so many people
to take this leap.  
 
Global ly ,  the top three chal lenges c i ted by
entrepreneurs are l imited access to talent ,
excessive bureaucracy,  and a scarcity  of
early-stage capital .   Therefore,  whi le most
entrepreneurs interviewed for this report
cited these as chal lenges,  they may not be
unique to Mexico or to the industry.  In fact ,
experts argue that these obstacles are
commonplace because entrepreneurship is
often a r isky adventure,  across countr ies
and industr ies.
 

Fieldwork
 
During our f ie ldwork in Mexico,  we spoke
with entrepreneurs,  investors,  and
programmatic service providers (such as
incubators and accelerators)  about the main
chal lenges entrepreneurs in Mexico,  and in
the plant-based industry ,  face.  A majority  of
the entrepreneurs were from the plant-
based industry ,  whi le the service providers
and investors were most ly  industry-agnost ic .
We also spoke with representat ives of
programmatic service providers from other
countr ies,  in order to identi fy  best pract ices
in entrepreneurship and potent ia l  gaps in
the Mexican ecosystem for plant-based
entrepreneurs.  Whi le we asked di f ferent
quest ions for each type of  interviewee,  this
sect ion gives an overview of  the main
barr iers identi f ied based on a sample of  a l l
interviews.
 
Through our interviews,  we learned that at
di f ferent stages of  an organizat ion,  the
founders face var ious obstacles and
therefore require di f ferent support .  Our
f ie ldwork aimed to identi fy  the reasons
startups and businesses struggle,  from the
point of  v iew of  both the entrepreneurs and
the organizat ions that support and invest in
them, the type of  support that exists to
address these chal lenges and improve
chances of  success,  and what is  missing
from the f ie ld.

FIELD WORK
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Market
Validation

Stage

Regulation
 
Overcoming vegan
(plant-based) stigma
 
High cost of capital
 
Culture of failure for
return entrepreneurs
 
Capital intensive for
food companies
 
Business training

Growth
and Scale

Stage

Distribution
channels
 
Access to capital
 
Leveraging
technology to scale
business operations
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Chart 6: Main Challenges Facing
Entrepreneurs

Chart 6 includes aggregated responses from the entrepreneurs, investors and accelerators
on the main challenges faced in Mexico along the entrepreneur’s journey. These challenges
were identified by selecting the most common words in the 35 interviews completed.



Gender
barriers

Research Analysis
Based on our research, our team has identified six primary buckets of challenges facing entrepreneurs in
Mexico’s plant-based sector. Many of these mirror the challenges faced by entrepreneurs in general, but
have features specific to the plant-based industry. The most prevalent challenges are:

Similarly, we have identified existing programs and services that are already working to address these
challenges but have room for improvement, as well as programs and services that are apparently missing
from the ecosystem.

Access to
capital

Access to
markets

Business
acumen

Networks
Legal and
regulatory

barriers
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GENDER BARRIERS

Around the world, female entrepreneurs and

business-owners face numerous challenges that are

often not observed by their male counterparts.

These gender barriers present unique challenges,

such as socio-cultural norms, and are also cross-

cutting, interacting with and magnifying challenges

faced more broadly by entrepreneurs, including

access to markets, access to capital, and access to

networks. As a result, women often struggle more

than men to grow beyond the SME stage.

 

In Mexico, female entrepreneurs and business-

owners face specific barriers to running and growing

their businesses. One barrier is the culture of

machismo, which our team defines as “a culture of

male dominance of societal norms and systems”. 

 Machismo, prominent throughout much of Mexico

(although, importantly, not exclusive to Mexico),

promotes a norm in which women are expected to

stay at home and manage the household, likely

preventing many women from even trying to start a

business. Those who do manage to start a business

may struggle against outright sexism or to be

taken seriously, to access key resources (including

finance, markets, and networks), and to balance

household and childcare responsibilities with

running their business.

 

Globally, there is a lack of data available on what

types of programming and services are best

oriented to support women entrepreneurs and

business-owners. Often, interventions aimed at

enabling entrepreneurs or SMEs to expand,

particularly incubators or other similar programs,

do not account for gender-specific barriers to

expansion or doing business. These interventions

therefore risk exacerbating inequalities and

stymieing growth among women entrepreneurs.

The plant-based sector in Mexico, unique in being

majority-run by women, presents a critical

opportunity both for investigation and

implementation of programs and services that can

most effectively reduce gender-barriers to growth-

oriented women entrepreneurs and business

owners.

 

The project team interviewed eight female

entrepreneurs who either own or co-own their

business. While this is not a sufficient sample to

fully understand the gender dynamics of Mexico’s

entrepreneurial ecosystem, it does provide enough

insight to shine light on areas in which stronger data

collection should be conducted, and reflects our

broader understanding of how gender barriers

impact businesses, globally.

 

Of these eight interviewees, four reported facing

gender barriers to starting or running these

businesses. Three mentioned having to navigate

male-dominated supply chains as a challenge, citing

numerous instances of difficult interactions with

male suppliers who did not take them seriously. For

example, male and female co-founders interviewed,

both mentioned noticing that male suppliers

sometimes gave their female co-founder a difficult

time on the phone, while the same suppliers would

have a much smoother conversation with their male

co-founder.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL CHALLENGES
Chart 7: Top most-pressing challenges 
facing entrepreneurs



Similarly, three of the four female entrepreneurs

reported having their commitment to running a

business called into question. One co-founder

recalled being asked questions about how long she

planned to run her business before quitting to start a

family. A co-founder of a plant-based, fast food

restaurant, recounted facing discrimination because

she identifies as a feminist. None of the women

mentioned any programming or services that they

felt could help to address these primarily cultural

barriers. 

 

Additionally, five of the 21 service providers

interviewed by the project team reported that the

entrepreneurs they work with face gender-specific

barriers to starting up or running a business. The

primary challenges were cited as culture and lack of

access to capital and investment. Other challenges

cited included a lack of mentorship and family

obligations, which can be a huge drain on women’s

time resources. Finally, one conversation addressed

Mexico’s epidemic of physical violence against

women as almost certainly impacting women in

Mexico’s ability to start and run a business.

One restaurateur interviewed by the project team

estimated that as high as 80% of his customers are

women. Additionally, entrepreneurs reported that

their products are typically more expensive than the

non-plant-based alternatives, and therefore

primarily reach a wealthier clientele. Finally, many

noted they were unable to expand their market

reach beyond their immediate geographic location.

 

Many of the entrepreneurs we spoke with were

aware of their limited market reach and reported a

desire to expand their client base to include a

broader range of incomes, more non-vegans, and

more men. To expand to different income levels,

the owner of a plant-based restaurant in Monterrey

reported that he intentionally prices his menu to

allow his products to be more accessible. But this

type of pricing can be hard for newer businesses,

where capital is tight.  Further, there is often a

stigma, or at least a lack of knowledge, around the

use of plant-based products. Others mentioned the

difficulty in marketing to new customers, citing

tools like social media and product websites as

useful tools in attracting new consumers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, two entrepreneurs explicitly reported a

desire to access markets outside of Mexico City, or

their city of origin, but did not feel they were able

to do so. Some cited the difficulty of cold chain

supply and reaching distribution channels in other

parts of Mexico. Three of the service providers

echoed the notion that entrepreneurs often face

challenges in trying to expand beyond their

immediate geographic location.

ACCESS TO MARKETS

Access to markets, or expanding a customer base, is a

common challenge to entrepreneurs, particularly

those in a niche industry, such as the plant-based

sector. Accessing markets is often further

compounded for women entrepreneurs, who may

lack the connections or networks more accessible to

their male counterparts, that are key to unlocking

new market segments.

 

Our interviews with entrepreneurs corroborated

research on access to markets as a major challenge

facing entrepreneurs in general, and shed light on

aspects of this specific to the plant-based sector. Six

of the entrepreneurs participating in this study

responded that their primary market is women

ranging from in their 20’s to in their 60’s.
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Seven out of 13 entrepreneurs interviewed reported

that capital is a constraint for their business. Two

mentioned that while capital was available, the

interest rates were too high to make this a feasible

option. The project team also noted regional

differences in available capital, based on interviews

with accelerators. An investor interviewed from

Mexico City reported that there is a concentrated

ecosystem of entrepreneurship within Mexico City,

and that the majority of entrepreneurship comes

from those with elite academic backgrounds. While

cities like Monterrey and Guadalajara also have

several upstart companies, they do not have the

concentration of capital that is available in Mexico

City.

ACCESS TO CAPITAL

Access to capital is another issue faced by

entrepreneurs around the world. Often, this is a

“chicken and egg” problem, seen across developing

entrepreneurship ecosystems. For VCs to exist,

companies worth investing in must also exist.

However, for companies worth investing in to exist,

these companies need access to early-stage capital.

For example, in the U.S., 64% of entrepreneurs

report receiving money from friends and family as

their primary, or exclusive, source of capital. The

next most common source of capital is lending.

 

In Mexico, only 39% of the population is banked and

75 million people have no access to financial services

or lending support.  Similarly, 53% of small and mid-

sized Mexican firms are underserved by the banking

industry.  These services are required not only for

micro- and small-businesses, but for any early-stage

business that is earning modest revenue, but not

enough to sustain growth. To fill this gap, fintech

companies, such as Konfio, that target micro- and

small businesses, are entering the space. However,

their required rates of return are quite high and

hover between 30-40%. In December 2019, Konfio

received a $100 million injection from Softbank, a

clear indication that this tier of capital is filling a

prominent gap in the market.
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Chart 8: Sources of start-up capital for Mexican Entrepreneurs
Source: Annual Survey of Entrepreneurs (2016)



StartUp Mexico in Queretaro expressed a view that

Mexico has one of the highest rates of failed

entrepreneurs, partially due to a lack of both

business skills and understanding of the

entrepreneurial ecosystem. These organizations also

noted that while this type of training does exist in

Mexico, it is not widespread enough. Further, both

entrepreneurs and organizations interviewed for

this project expressed that there is no industry

specific support for the plant-based sector.

BUSINESS SKILLS

Launching and running a business requires an

understanding of business models, strategy, finance

and other skills. Further, as the world becomes

increasingly reliant on digital technology, a working

knowledge of how to use technology to enhance

business operations is also becoming critical to

success.

 

Acquiring a toolbox of business skills can be a major

hurdle for entrepreneurs, particularly for those

without access to professional education programs.

Additionally, in the plant-based sector, many

entrepreneurs enter motivated by a passion, whether

it be for healthy living or environmental or climate

change concerns. They are less frequently motivated

to develop a background in business, and therefore

often lack basic business acumen.

 

Five entrepreneurs interviewed indicated that a lack

of access to business training was a major hurdle to

their initial start-up, and remains a barrier to

growth. This validated the narrative that access to

finance and investment in itself is often not

sufficient – entrepreneurs and business-owners also

need to be well-positioned to use these financial

resources wisely.

 

Many of the entrepreneurs we spoke with were

either not focused on technology as a tool for

business operations, or were using relatively basic

elements of digital technology. For example, seven

entrepreneurs mentioned using social media as a

means of reaching new customers and advertising

their products. Six also mentioned leveraging online

sales platforms, including well-known platforms like

UberEats, in order to sell to more customers.

 

Similarly, the Mexico-based accelerators and

incubators voiced that many of the organizations

they work with suffer from a lack of business

acumen. This problem was exacerbated in areas

outside of Mexico City, including smaller cities and

more rural areas.
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NETWORKS

Access to networks, the formal and informal

connections between businesses, is critical for

business growth in any ecosystem. Through

networks, businesses are able to connect with other

players in the industry and learn and share

information that enables success and survival. In

Mexico, business networks exist, but accessibility is

limited, with no networks specifically targeting the

plant-based sector. The project team also failed to

identify any gender-specific business networks.

 

Six of the entrepreneurs interviewed mentioned

that they viewed other entrepreneurs in the plant-

based sector as an important network to be

connected to. They asserted their desire for a

network stems from the lifestyles, experiences and

value systems they share. Additionally, our

interviews indicated that plant-based entrepreneurs

often support other plant-based entrepreneurs

through the sale or distribution of their products or

services. Two plant-based restaurant owners

highlighted their own procurement of plant-based

products for their dishes from other local restaurant

owners or product producers. Further, these

entrepreneurs voiced that they are able to share

“industry secrets” with each other, preventing the

repetition of mistakes and promoting each

business’s chances of success. Nearly all

entrepreneurs interviewed confirmed that they wish

they had access to a formal plant-based business

network.



Again, the project team noted regional differences in

connecting to other plant-based operations. In larger

cities such as Mexico City and Monterrey, the

network of plant-based entrepreneurs is fairly

established but growing, with many larger businesses

supporting smaller ones. Conversely, in smaller but

more emerging markets such as Queretaro and

Merida, plant-based entrepreneurs are still relatively

new and sparse, so the established network of

support is not present.

 

Many entrepreneurs also cited close relationships as

being critical to their business success. For example,

many highlighted the role their family and friends

played in providing initial capital to finance their

operations. Similarly, since many embraced a plant-

based diet alongside their family members and

friends, entrepreneurs highlighted their own

personal experience procuring products or services.

 

Accelerators and investors indicate close

relationships as a primary factor in the Mexican

ecosystem but warn that over-dependence can

stymie potential growth. One leading investor in

Mexico even characterized the relationship that

entrepreneurs have with their respective businesses

as one between parent and ‘baby.’ Entrepreneurs

often take the success of their business so seriously

due to the close reliance on family and friends - they

do not want to be seen as letting these connections

down or as having failure be indicative of the family

itself. This results in Mexico having a smaller

percentage of ‘failed’ entrepreneurs trying again

with a new business idea. Additionally, family

pressure can result in entrepreneurs becoming more

risk averse, as a result of greater financial

dependence.

Entrepreneurs in Mexico also face this complicated

environment. From our interviews, it became clear

that information on legal processes, such as how to

register a business, is not readily available,

particularly for those who do not know where to

look, and can be written in complex and ambiguous

terms. Following the required processes can also be

time- and resource-consuming.

 

Three out of thirteen of the entrepreneurs

interviewed for this report mentioned legal and

regulatory barriers as a challenge to their business.

One entrepreneur noted that the legal aspects

surrounding starting their company were very

challenging, and that they were grateful to have

support in navigating these challenges from an

incubator program they participated in. They also

noted that other entrepreneurs do not receive this

type of support and suggested that people would

welcome assistance in navigating legal challenges.

 

Additionally, two support organizations that spoke

with the project team, StartUp Mexico and New

Ventures, mentioned the legal and regulatory

challenges facing Mexican entrepreneurs, adding

that entrepreneurs often seek support in navigating

these hurdles. While this report does not map out

Mexico’s legal and regulatory environment, our

analysis suggests that understanding this

environment is a major hurdle and further research

should be done in this area.
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LEGAL BARRIERS

In markets around the world, entrepreneurs face

complicated, taxing, and time-consuming legal and

regulatory hurdles to starting and maintaining their

businesses.

OTHER BARRIERS

Overcoming plant-based stigma and awareness;

High fixed costs;

Technology.

In the plant-based industry, there are several other

industry-specific barriers that the project team

learned about. While none of these were cited

enough to warrant individual sections in this report,

they may present important areas for future

research. The barriers included:

 



First, there is a stigma around the plant-based

industry. Several entrepreneurs shared that the

plant-based industry is associated with wealthy

people, due to the high cost of most plant-based

products, and with “hippies”. Entrepreneurs report

trying to overcome this in different ways. One

restauranteur, owner of a restaurant chain called

Vegan Inc, uses Instagram and his food appearance

to attract people. A vegan retail store chain with 18

branches across Mexico, sells a wide variety of

products, and prices, aimed at meeting all tastes.

Other restaurants also adapt their flavors to

resemble popular meat dishes.

 

Additionally, food production is a capital intensive

business. It requires industrial kitchens or plants that

have high upfront costs and, as a result, pose a

barrier to entry for entrepreneurs. While there are

food co-ops in place across Mexico, there are no

plant-based specific co-ops, where aspiring

entrepreneurs can test recipes and products. One

organization interviewed was forced to leave their

food co-op because they could not maintain a plant-

based standard. Instead, they needed to complete

their own facility, where they currently support

production that is able to comply with their plant-

based mission. However, this step took them several

years, time that could have been saved with a

common facility.

 

Similarly, we found that plant-based entrepreneurs

struggle to integrate technology into their

businesses, both as a means of improving business

operations, and as part of their products. In an

industry dominated by mission-driven

organizations, there is a lack of technological know-

how integrated into optimizing businesses.

Businesses would likely benefit from co-founders

with backgrounds in data science, engineering, or

any technical-related field.

 

Often, leading products in the plant-based space rely

on food and high-tech development (ie, Beyond

Meat), and are spurred by large food producers with

the facilities and technology to develop the product.

Few of the entrepreneurs we interviewed had the

technical background necessary to leverage

technology towards a business. One example is

Heartbest Foods which creates and sells dairy

alternatives. Heartbest’s team has a background in

chemistry that enabled the company to engineer

non-dairy cheeses. Given the importance of a

background in science or engineering, academic

partnerships may play a big role in contributing to

the talent required to stimulate use of technology in

the plant-based sector.
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Business
Trainings

These services all have the potential to be expanded to help support plant-based entrepreneurs, more
specifically.

Existing Services to build upon
Mexico’s entrepreneurship ecosystem already has programming services that support the success of
businesses and entrepreneurs. The most impactful of these services and programs are:

Incubators

Accelerators Networks
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A Mexican investor we interviewed mentioned

industry-specific incubators as having strong

potential to support industry growth, particularly

for niche industries like the plant-based sectors.

 

There is also an apparent lack of gender-specific

programming in Mexico. The co-founder of one

business noted that, although she had participated

in an incubator program, she felt that she and other

female entrepreneurs in her network would benefit

from a woman-specific incubator. This would

enable them to grow their networks and to provide

each other with support systems.

BUSINESS TRAINING

Basic business training for entrepreneurs provides

entrepreneurs with a baseline understanding of

introductory business concepts, necessary to

growing and scaling a business, including business

models, finance, and how to make a business plan.

This type of training would fill a gap in the skillsets

of many plant-based entrepreneurs.

 

While business training is available in Mexico, it is

available without widespread access and without

sector-specific focuses. Based on our interviews,

information on available business trainings in

Mexico, and on how to apply, is not always

widespread or easily accessible. The lack of access is

compounded in smaller cities or regional areas

outside of Mexico City. Startup Mexico in Queretaro

shared that business training is particularly needed

in less developed areas. Making these services more

available outside of Mexico City shows promise to

improve entrepreneurs’ chances of success.
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ACCELERATORS

Accelerators jumpstart growth in more developed

businesses, often by providing access to investment,

networks, mentorships, and broader skills. As the

Cohen et. al. study suggests, accelerators do

accelerate the pace of learning for entrepreneurs,

but they should be viewed as complements to, not

substitutes for, baseline business knowledge.  Thus,

an accelerator program may be most successful

following basic business training.

 

Like incubators, accelerators are available in

Mexico, particularly in Mexico City. Two

entrepreneurs interviewed for this study explicitly

cited accelerators as the most impactful

intervention for spurring growth and scale in their

business. However, also similar to incubators, access

to accelerators drops off in smaller cities or less

developed areas. There is also a lack of sector- or

gender-specific accelerator programming

throughout Mexico, critical to spurring growth in an

industry where entrepreneurs face numerous

sector-specific challenges.

INCUBATORS

Incubators are crucial in stimulating growth of

businesses and supporting entrepreneurs to execute

on an idea. Incubators that provide a more specific

focus, such as on a particular industry or stage of

growth, are particularly likely to be useful to

entrepreneurs. While incubation programs are

available in Mexico, the availability of focused

incubators, such as sector- or stage-specific

incubators, is low in Mexico.

 

Of the entrepreneurs interviewed for this report

who did not participate in an incubator, four cited a

lack of availability of sector-specific programming,

seeing general programming as irrelevant to their

businesses. Additionally, seven of the service

providers we interviewed, including incubators and

funds, mentioned that an increase in more focused

incubation programs would be valuable to

entrepreneurs in Mexico.



While other geographies such as in Western Europe

have a vegan entrepreneur network ( https://v-

entrepreneurs.com/veganentrepreneurs/), Mexico

and other Latin American countries do not.

 

According to research by the Economist Intelligence

Unit, informal professional networks are even more

important than formal programs such as incubators.

Informal networks are also a slightly larger presence

in Mexico. Many of the entrepreneurs we

interviewed mentioned keeping in regular contact

with other plant-based entrepreneurs. Five

entrepreneurs reported being able to connect with

like-minded entrepreneurs through regular

participation in plant-based fairs. This could also

present a major opportunity for formalizing

existing informal plant-based networks.

NETWORKS

Networks are critical to business growth by

providing opportunities for mentorship and for

entrepreneurs to connect and share best practices,

particularly in a niche industry. Six of the

entrepreneurs interviewed by the project team

responded that they had participated in a business

network. Half of these entrepreneurs cited incubator

or accelerator programs as the source of their

networks, indicating the interconnectedness of these

different solutions.

 

While formal and informal business networks are

widespread across Mexico, there is again a gap in

terms of sector- and gender-specific networks. The

project team could not identify any formal business

networks that focused on the plant-based sector.

Entrepreneurs interviewed for this project who did

not participate in any official networks, reported

that this was due to the fact that they did not have

access to anything sector-specific or that seemed

relevant. 
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As previously discussed, Mexico has a

shortage of small and medium business

lending that is being filled by upstarts such as

Konfio. Four of the service providers

interviewed for this project discussed this

gap in middle-tier capital as a well-known

attribute of Mexico’s entrepreneurship

ecosystem, and one that could particularly

impact entrepreneurs in niche industries

(such as plant-based entrepreneurs). Further,

there is still a gap in businesses that have a

revenue stream that want to expand into

other cities, outside of Mexico City. The

current available capital requires extremely

high rates of return (>30%) and is prohibitive

for businesses that face high upfront costs for

expansion, as many plant-based businesses

do. Therefore,  is an opportunity in this area,

and one that could lift up businesses.

MISSING PROGRAMS
AND SERVICES
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Our team identified several items missing from Mexico’s entrepreneurship ecosystem, based

both on our conversations and on comparisons to other markets.  Importantly,

entrepreneurship ecosystems are unique across countries and sectors.  Therefore, the

“missing” pieces identified do not necessarily mean that the addition of this service would

improve the overall ecosystem. Ecosystems by definition are self-regulating, therefore these

missing items may be missing as the result of either natural mechanisms or of timing. With

this caveat,  below are four items "missing" from Mexico’s plant-based ecosystem.

 

 

 

 

There is generally a shortage of small

business data available, in particular data

related to plant-based businesses or women-

owned businesses. According to our

interviews, this shortage of data may be

partially due to limitations of data collection

from tax records and a shortage of methods

to share data across accelerators or investors.

Therefore, it is also difficult to identify the

causal effects of any given service,

particularly the impact on growth or business

trajectory they may have. This is even more

difficult to discern for women-owned

businesses. Additionally, in the plant-based

industry there is missing information on the

impact that incorporating plant-based

options and values have on a business’s

bottom line. The industry suffers from

limited data on its businesses, revenues, and

consumption, making it difficult to identify

economic trends with confidence.

MIDDLE-TIER CAPITAL

OVERVIEW
 

MISSING DATA



 

The plant-based industry in Mexico requires

PR support, either from the public or private

sector, in order to stimulate growth in

demand for meat-alternative products. One

example of an organization filling this gap in

Latin America is GFI. As previously discussed,

GFI is a global advocacy group that works

with “scientists, investors, and entrepreneurs

to make groundbreaking good food a reality.”

Their presence in markets is felt through

their advocacy work with the government,

universities, research, and other key

stakeholders. Additionally, GFI provides a

startup manual in other markets that provides

regulatory guidance, skills training and other

important inputs for a company to start. In

several Latin American markets, most notably

in Brazil, GFI’s work has supported the

development of innovation and the growth of

larger companies in the plant-based sector. 

GFI currently does not have a presence in

Mexico, but have indicated that they may be

considering expanding.

 

MISSING PROGRAMS
AND SERVICES
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Currently, there is no government entity

providing support to the bottom of the

funnel of Mexico’s entrepreneurs. Under the

Lopez Obrador administration, INADEM

was disbanded and subsequently, funding for

service providers like Startup Mexico was

cut. These incubators provide a way to

stimulate business growth, especially in

specific, niche industries that require high

upfront costs and are nascent. They may also

signal that the government values and

supports people who risk starting a business.

As demonstrated by Startup Chile,  this type

of government-funded program can be

highly effective, and can also attract the

expertise and capabilities of foreign firms, if

developed correctly.

 

Through INADEM, the Mexican

Government was also specifically supporting

women entrepreneurs, by funding various

challenges and grant programs aimed at

women. However, conversations with

Mexico-based service providers indicated

that these programs were primarily aimed at

supporting microenterprises. This would

leave space for government-funded

entrepreneurship programs to focus on

supporting women beyond just the

microenterprise level, but on growth-

oriented women-led startups.

PUBLIC RELATIONS (PR):
GOVERNMENT OR PRIVATELY
LED

GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED
INCUBATOR OR ACCELERATOR



Policy Criteria
In order to assess possible pol icy opt ions for the Ananda Group,  our project  team
generated seven evaluatory cr i ter ia .  For each cr i ter ia ,  a weight is  provided out of  5 ,
based on the relat ive importance for the Ananda Group. The cr i ter ia include:
 

1.Projected financial impact for entrepreneurs (weight=4)

A projection of the impact of a service or initiative on the financial success of
businesses. This is critical, as many entrepreneurs indicated capital constraints as one of
the main inhibitors of growth. If a solution is too financially taxing for entrepreneurs, or
it does not stimulate financial returns, adoption and overall impact will be limited. 

2. Desirability for entrepreneurs (weight=3)

Based on interviews and research, a measure of how attractive the service is to
entrepreneurs. 

3. Financial feasibility for the Ananda Group (weight=4)

Given the cost of operation, acquisition or development, this criteria measures whether
the initiative is worthwhile for Ananda. There are both short- and long-term financial
considerations to consider.

4. Implementation feasibility for the Ananda Group (weight=5)

Based on the difficulty to offer a solution, including the resources and capabilities
required for implementation. This criteria also considers whether the Ananda Group is
the best champion for an initiative, given the organization’s specific interest area.

5. Impact on growth of successful number of plant-based businesses (weight=3)

Based on whether the solution stimulates growth in the plant-based sector in Mexico.
Since the sector is nascent, options that create growth in the number of businesses,
clientele, or scale are preferred.

6. Inclusivity (weight=4)

Based on whether the solution considers and addresses inequalities posed by gender
and regional differences. Given the diversity of entrepreneurs, and the prominence of
women in the plant-based sector, policy options must be inclusive in their impact to be
effective.

7. Mission alignment (weight=3)

Considers whether an option aligns with the values driving the plant-based sector and
its entrepreneurs. During several interviews, values such as health and environmental
sustainability were highlighted as driving factors behind entrepreneur’s businesses. For
an option to meet this criteria, it must align with the values of this sector.
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Incubation services:  
This opt ion focuses on developing a
mechanism to increase the pipel ine of  ideas
and future businesses,  speci f ical ly  target ing
the plant-based industry ,  at  the “bottom of
the funnel . ”  Potent ia l  ways to faci l i tate this
process are through programmatic
partnerships between the Ananda Group and
organizat ions such as CREA  and Startup
Mexico.  Addit ional ly ,  creat ing a v irtual  pitch
competit ion with a br ief  training and
guidel ines could be a low-touch way to
st imulate idea generat ion and potent ia l
businesses.
 
Policy advocacy:
This opt ion entai ls  the Ananda Group
partnering with local  and nat ional  agencies to
promote programming and support for plant-
based entrepreneurship.  One example is  to
work towards better information sharing on
the legal  and regulatory environment for
entrepreneurs.  Whi le our interviews indicated
that the legal  and regulatory environment
can be opaque,  our research was not able to
focus on mapping this landscape,  or on other
government pol ic ies that may inhibit  growth.
This opt ion would not only advocate for
focusing future research on mapping the
legal  environment,  but a lso for partnering
with other organizat ions to lobby for greater
government investment in a country-wide
program to support entrepreneurship,  s imi lar
to INADEM.
 
 
 

Business and technical skil ls training: 
By providing essentia l  business operat ions
training,  including training on the use of
technology,  the Ananda Group can help many
smal l -scale businesses in expanding their
products ,  customer bases,  and f inancial
returns.    Addit ional ly ,  through col laborat ion
with businesses that leverage technology
effect ively  in their  portfol io ,  Ananda could
help to produce a l ist  of  best pract ices or
common technologies that are effect ive in
enhancing business operat ions and growth.
 
 
Networks and associations: 
Current ly  there are no formal plant-based
business networks in Mexico,  l imit ing
entrepreneurs ’  abi l i ty  to grow. Customers in
the plant-based sector indicated the
preference to shop at  other s imi lar ly-minded
businesses,  opening several  opportunit ies for
a network.  The Ananda Group could leverage
their  own network within the plant-based
sector to launch a formal ,  industry-speci f ic
network with minimal  resources.
 
 
Focus on channels of consumption:
The Ananda Group could focus on partnering
with larger players such as Nest le and Grupo
Bimbo to f i l l  several  gaps in the sector.
Through these partnerships,  Ananda could
create potent ia l  exit  opt ions for successful
smal ler f i rms,  supply chain know-how at a
nat ional  and regional  scale,  and addit ional
channels of  consumption for products across
Mexico.

POLICY OPTIONS
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In order to best support plant-based entrepreneurs in Mexico,  and to help grow the ecosystem
overal l ,  our team has considered the fol lowing pol icy opt ions:



 
Selection of firms: 
The Ananda Group could strategical ly  invest
in a smal l  number of  exist ing entrepreneurs.
This would include both a f inancial
partnership but a lso programmatic
partnership to help selected f irms grow. In
the long-term, the successful  businesses
could then lead sector-speci f ic  mentorship
programming for other plant-based ventures.
 
Academic and research partnerships:  
This opt ion promotes technological
development by support ing research at
universit ies.  In Brazi l ,  GFI  c i ted that the
majority  of  the technology needed for food
tech orig inated from publ ic  funding directed
to universit ies.  Given this ,  the Ananda Group
could partner with Mexican academic
inst i tut ions such as ITAM ,  the Autonomous
Technological  University  of  Mexico,  and
ITESM ,  the Monterrey Inst i tute of
Technology,  a long with organizat ions such as
BRINC ,  a  venture capital  and accelerator f i rm
that has focused on innovat ive food
technology.
 
 
Advocacy partnerships:
The Ananda Group could work alongside
advocacy organizat ions including Mercy for
Animals (MFA) and GFI  to promote the
replacement of  animals with other opt ions,
and the use of  technology in the industry.
MFA,  which exists in Mexico,  and in Brazi l ,
works to support the startup ecosystem and
to connect startups to large corporates and
investors.  GFI  has a strong presence around
the globe but has yet to enter Mexico.  GFI
has intent ions of  explor ing Mexico,  and
Ananda could posit ion i tsel f  as the f lagship
investor in the space.
 

Public relations campaign: 
For this opt ion,  the Ananda Group could work
alongside other advocacy and market ing
companies to create a campaign focused
around the values and benef i ts  of  a plant-
based l i festy le.  This type of  campaign would
help to break the st igma around the plant-
based industry ,  thereby spurr ing growth in
demand for plant-based products.  Through a
country-wide col laborat ion with exist ing
entrepreneurs,  health organizat ions such as
Chi ld Family  Health Internat ional  and
Environmental  organizat ions such as Mexican
Environmental  Law Center (CEMDA) Ananda
can spur a campaign around a healthy and
sustainable l i festy le can be promoted within
the country.
 
Gender specific programming: 
This opt ion shifts  the focus towards women-
owned businesses within this sector in
Mexico.  S ince women const i tute the majority
of  the sector ,  the Ananda Group would
consider programming that encompasses a
gender lens.  This could include partnering
with gender-focused organizat ions present in
Lat in America but not yet  present in Mexico,
such as business accelerator Alterna.  This
option should also include a push for
col lect ion of  greater data on women-business
owners,  in order to better inform effect ive
intervent ions to support women
entrepreneurs.

POLICY OPTIONS
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CHART 9: POLICY OPTION MATRIX



TIME AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In order to assess each policy option rated high, an analysis based on time

and impact to the system was conducted. For this,  each option was mapped

based on the number of businesses impacted along with the projected time

for impact.  
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Chart 10: Time and System Analysis for Policy Recommendations
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Work alongside the advocacy campaigns
init iated by MFA to develop addit ional
Mexico-speci f ic  programming.  Addit ional ly ,
Ananda should seek to help to support GFI ’s
entry into Mexico,  through a direct
partnership and by sharing knowledge and
networks.  
Create educat ional  training for Mexican
entrepreneurs in the plant-based sector
around the need to dr ive greater publ ic
support and engagement with plant-based
products.  The model  for this  in i t iat ive can
be based off  of  s imi lar efforts explored by
HeartBest Foods.

Further investment in advocacy and public
relations partnerships
The plant-based sector is  st i l l  in a relat ively
early  stage of  growth.  Therefore,  i t  is  cr i t ical
that the Ananda Group increase demand for
plant-based products ,  whi le a lso support ing
exist ing supply.  To this end,  the promotion of
advocacy and publ ic  relat ions is  cr i t ical .  The
Ananda Group should seek to do the fol lowing:

Overview
 
Important ly ,  a l l  ten opt ions proposed help to accelerate the growth and robustness of  the plant-
based sector in Mexico.  Each plays an important role in f i l l ing a gap in Mexico ’s  plant-based
entrepreneurship ecosystem. To that end,  the ideal  s i tuat ion is  that a l l  opt ioins are pursued under
the guidance and coordinat ion of  the Ananda Group and other implementing partners.  However,  our
team is cognizant of  f inancial  and operat ional  capacity  constraints;  further,  we understand that such
a di f fused course of  act ion might be less effect ive than a strategic roadmap that a ims for more
focused intervent ions in the sector whose impacts wi l l  be felt  in the near future and reverberate into
the longer-term. 
 
In l ight of  these l imitat ions,  we recommend f ive opt ions as concrete intervent ions that should be
pursued by the Ananda Group. Whi le some rely heavi ly  on partnerships,  they are al l  s igni f icant steps
that the Ananda Group can take towards growing the plant-based sector in Mexico.  Further,  due to
their  feasibi l i ty ,  our team assesses these opt ions to have strong potent ia l  to address the chal lenges
highl ighted above.  
 
The init iat ives are as fol lows:

POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Business Model  Canvas;
Basics of  pitching;
Training in cash f low and working capital
concepts;
Business model  development;
Incorporat ing social  media and market ing
optimizat ion tools ;
Implementing sales tracking,  and f inancial
systems.

Emphasis on business and technology skills
training
The lack of  cr i t ical  business ski l ls  and
technology acumen in the plant-based sector
was elucidated by our team’s research.  This is
a f inding that the Ananda Group should seek
to remedy,  through partnerships with exist ing
ski l ls-bui lding accelerators,  such as Endeavor
and Startup Mexico.  These groups may be
wi l l ing to share their  models for training.
Addit ional ly ,  our interviews with entrepreneurs
i l lustrated the importance of  a few key
exercises and ski l ls  that can be developed for
distr ibut ion by Ananda,  ta i lored to the plant-
based sector.  These include:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Focus on growing and formal iz ing i ts  pre-
exist ing plant-based network.  In i t ia l ly ,  i t  can do
so by leveraging the network of  businesses that
part ic ipated in the Ananda Group’s Forum of
Vegan Entrepreneurs in Mexico City  in 2019.  
Support the creat ion of  a gender-speci f ic
network,  e i ther formal or informal ,  to open
space for women entrepreneurs to connect with
each other and share about gender-speci f ic
barr iers facing their  businesses.  
Col laborate with some of these businesses to
create an informational  guide of  best pract ices
in the industry to improve knowledge sharing.
Work alongside the founders of  Mexico ’s  local
VeganFests to promote a more interconnected
network of  businesses across Mexico.  Focus
part icular ly  on emerging hubs l ike Queretaro.

Support for plant-based networks and
associations
Entrepreneurs in the plant-based sector face
unique chal lenges which can be addressed by
rely ing on a network of  s imi lar ly-minded,  value-
oriented indiv iduals .  The Ananda Group should
take the fol lowing steps to promote plant-based
networks in Mexico:

Academic and research partnerships to
support technological development
The lack of  technological  integrat ion,  both as the
product and as a means of  improving business
operat ions,  di f ferent iates the Mexican plant-based
sector from its  g lobal  counterparts.  In order to
spur technological  innovat ion,  whether through
digita l  technology,  customer relat ions
management,  or food technology,  the Ananda
Group should focus on the development of
partnerships with thought leaders in this space.
Through a partnership with research inst i tutes
such as ITAM or ITESM, Ananda can help to
inf luence technological  growth to benef i t  the
plant-based sector.  Addit ional ly ,  these
partnerships can help to address issues of  ta lent
gaps in the industry ,  such as a lack of
entrepreneurs with STEM backgrounds,  helping to
identi fy  a pool  of  ta lented and motivated
indiv iduals who may be interested in founding or
co-founding businesses in the plant-based
industry.

Invest in data col lect ion surrounding effect ive
programming and services for women
entrepreneurs,  part icular ly  those in the plant-
based sector.
Partner with advocacy organizat ions to educate
al l  p layers in the industry ,  part icular ly  men,  on
the gender-barr iers facing women
entrepreneurs and the detr imental  impact these
have on industry growth.  
Work alongside advocacy and research
organizat ions l ike ProMujer and Women
Forward Internat ional  to create guidel ines for
accelerators and incubators on how to ensure
their  programming addresses gender
inequal i t ies.  This might include how to act ively
recruit  women entrepreneurs ( from across
Mexico) ,  how to design women-specif ic
programming,  and on how to ensure current
programming does not exacerbate inequal i t ies.
Invest in further research on the effect iveness
of a culture campaign to shed l ight on the
negat ive impact of  machismo on women
entrepreneurs,  and how to change this culture.

Investment towards gender-specific
programming
Addressing gender inequal i t ies is  absolutely
cr i t ical  to dr iv ing growth in this woman-dominated
sector.  As a women-led business focused on a
woman-dominated sector ,  the Ananda Group can
play a cr i t ical  role in addressing gender barr iers
to doing business in the plant-based industry.
Some steps Ananda can take towards support ing
gender-speci f ic  programming are:

 
 
 
 
 
These steps wi l l  contr ibute towards an
entrepreneurship ecosystem in which al l  actors,
not just  gender-speci f ic  organizat ions or advocacy
groups,  take gender into account in designing
programming or services.



CONCLUSION

While the plant-based sector in Mexico still

faces a myriad of challenges to growth, it also is

poised to play an important role in the

development of Mexico’s entrepreneurship

ecosystem and economy, more broadly. In this

report, we have outlined the plant-based sector,

both globally and in Mexico, the challenges

facing the sector and its entrepreneurs in

Mexico, and concrete steps the Ananda Group

can take to encourage the sector’s growth in

both the short- and long-terms. We have also

examined two unique factors, gender and

technology, both of which stand to play an

important role in the success of plant-based

entrepreneurs and the sector as a whole.

 

The Ananda Group has already undertaken

activities to nudge the sector’s growth, in

addition to its investment portfolio of plant-

based entrepreneurs. Most notably, by hosting

the first Forum of Vegan Entrepreneurs in

Mexico City, Ananda helped to shine a

spotlight on the industry and to connect

different actors in the sector. This report

provides a menu of policy options for the

Ananda Group, all of which can have an

important impact on industry growth.

However, by focusing on advocacy and PR

partnerships, supporting business and

technology training, creating plant-based

networks, academic partnerships, and

enhancing gender-specific programming,

Ananda is most likely to have both an

immediate and lasting impact on the sector.
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A: LIST OF INTERVIEWS AND TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS

B: ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION

General
 
Mexico is  geographical ly ,  ethnical ly ,  and l inguist ical ly  diverse and more than 60 languages are spoken,
with the most l inguist ic  diversity  in indigenous ethnic groups in the south.  In these areas,  l i teracy
rates are low,  in some places more than 10 t imes lower than in Mexico City  or the northern state of
Nuevo León.  In these areas,  Spanish language ski l ls  are also lower,  presenting an addit ional  barr ier .
 
Human capital in Mexico
 
The World Bank ’s  Human Capital  Index ranks Mexico s l ight ly  above the worldwide average ( .61 vs.
.57) ,  with large disparit ies in educat ional  attainment between wealthier states and poorer states.  In
Nuevo Leon and the State of  Mexico,  there is  an abundance of  universit ies ,  with pr ivate universit ies
such as Tecnologico de Monterrey producing a large percentage of  the nat ion’s  patents on intel lectual
property.  According to one account,    23% of a l l  Tec de Monterrey graduates founded their  own
companies after graduation.  Outside of  the big c i t ies ,  an investor interviewed cited a shortage of
good talent as an inhibitor of  growth in smal ler c i t ies.  Addit ional ly ,  he shared that the best ta lent
often gets recruited to U.S.  hubs such as New York and Si l icon Val ley ,  where bonus packages and
salar ies are much higher.  With INADEM’s implementat ion,  universit ies received earmarked funding
and accreditat ion in the f ie ld of  entrepreneurship.  However,  even with strong inst i tut ions present ,
there is  stark inequity .
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CREA
 
In a recent study by the World Bank,  they found that on average,  7% of smal l  enterprises get to the
second year of  operat ion,  after complet ing CREA’s program 86% reach their  second year of  operat ion.
Addit ional ly ,  sales increase 9% and household income increases by 10%. I t  is  c lear that providing a
support system and training for smal l  business owners is  highly effect ive.
 
They are current ly  col laborat ing with Stanford University ,  and STEMproject  to further develop their
model .  Their  work has speci f ic  relevance to the plant-based industry.  Nearly  70% of the businesses
started are agr iculture based and include work with indigenous groups that use ancient farming
techniques that are highly product ive.  For their  cases of  success they reported that whi le some
receive microf inance loans,  they are st i l l  missing the capital  and training to grow their  mission-driven
businesses and reach major markets such as Mexico City .  Their  model  deserves more explorat ion,  but
for the purpose of  the paper i t  demonstrates the importance of  business training,  and the potent ia l
to l i f t  up a marginal ized group.
 
Start-Up Chile
 
CORFO (Corporación de Fomento de la Producción de Chi le)  founded Startup Chi le in 2010.  S imi lar to
the l ikes of  INADEM and Start  Up Mexico,  Startup Chi le was founded to turn Chi le into a technology
entrepreneurship hub within Lat in America.  The accelerator includes a seed program in Sant iago,  that
provides up to US$80,000 equity-free off ice space,  trainings,  and a network.  They also work to target
female entrepreneurs through a separate incubator cal led S Factors.    The top companies can also
seek addit ional  funds from the parent ent i ty ,  CORFO. Start-Up Chi le has accelerated more than 1,600
companies from 85 countr ies s ince i ts  launch,  including a rat io of  3:1 Foreign to Chi lean companies
who have part ic ipated.
 
After 4   years of  operat ions Juanita Gonzalez-Uribe and Michael  Leatherbee assessed the
effect iveness of  Startup Chi le.  They est imated that part ic ipat ing in the entrepreneurship school ,
access to cash and coworking space,  lead to “s igni f icant ly  higher venture fundrais ing and scale within
the f irst  4.75 years of  entry to the accelerator for the subpopulat ion “randomized in”  by the pitch
competit ion.”  They also isolate the importance of  the entrepreneurship school ,  by indicat ing that just
cash and coworking space have an effect  on fundrais ing,  scale or survival .
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Interviews ( low r isk) :  Conduct ing interviews was central  to our understanding of  how the plant-
based sector operates in Mexico and what intervent ions are most needed by entrepreneurs.  The
quest ions were most ly  technical ,  based on the professional  experience of  the part ic ipants.  We took
detai led notes and received expl ic i t  permission to use names or direct  quotes.  **Al l  part ic ipants
agreed to have their  names included in the technical  appendix.  There was no monetary
compensat ion for the interviews.  We committed to sending a version of  the f inal  product to the
interviewees.
Potent ia l  in-k ind gi f ts  ( low) :  As part  of  a few interviews with entrepreneurs,  the team was able to
taste di f ferent plant-based products made by the businesses.  A food sampl ing was not an
expectat ion the team set for any of  our interviews.  However,  for many entrepreneurs,  the food is
an essentia l  part  of  their  story and they therefore expressed wanting us to experience that .  The
food sampl ing ranged from smal l  containers of  coconut-based yogurt  to meat-alternat ive tacos.  We
committed to remaining unbiased throughout al l  interviews.

 
This project  was conducted fol lowing ethical  standards throughout the process.  In keeping with this ,
our team has identi f ied two potent ia l  r isks to the study:  interviews and in-k ind gi f ts .
1.

2.

 
This project  was possible thanks to the f inancial  support from Women Forward Internat ional  (13,665
USD).  These resources were planned to fund travel ing and logist ical  expenses of  two tr ips to Mexico
City ,  the f irst  to conduct interviews and the second to give a f inal  presentat ion of  our report .  Whi le
the team successful ly  completed i ts  f i rst  tr ip ,  for f ie ld research,  due to the Covid-19 outbreak,  the
second tr ip to Mexico City  wi l l  e i ther be postponed or cancel led.  The team did not receive any
monetary compensat ion from the Ananda Group.

 
https://minimal istbaker.com/quinoa-taco-meat/
 
https://www.everydayhealth.com/diet-nutr i t ion/plant-based-diet- food- l ist-meal-plan-benef i ts-more/
 
https://www.everydayhealth.com/diet-nutr i t ion/plant-based-diet- food- l ist-sample-menu/
 
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Art ic le/2019/10/21/When-the-2- is-a-threat-What-are-the-next-big-opportunit ies-for-plant-based-foods
 
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Art ic le/2019/10/21/When-the-2- is-a-threat-What-are-the-next-big-opportunit ies-for-plant-based-foods
 
https://www.youworkforthem.com/photo/174270/seasonal- fruit -vegetables-and-greens-over-wooden-background-vert ical -composit ion
 
https://www.travelawaits .com/2486183/t ips-for-v is i t ing-mexican-markets/
 
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/mexico-city-business.html
 
https://www.happycow.net/reviews/vegco-queretaro-178128
 
https://www.yelp.com/biz/carne-vegetar iana-col ima
 
https://www.pinterest .co.uk/pin/412712753342402653/
 
https://solut ions.rent/f ive-rules-of-a-successful-business-meeting/
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